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of many thousands of similar droplets under the micro-
scope, produced by a special kind of atomizer and all
together appearing to the naked eye as a little cloud of
fog. Suddenly the droplet, which had been motionless for
a while, started rapidly upwards, but, before it could
escape completely from sight, Dr. Millikau rapidly shifted
the handle of a rheostat, bringing the droplet to rest again.
"Two fifty-eight," murmured his assistant, marking in his
notebook the reading of the voltmeter. "One twenty-nine,"
he said again, following the next motion of his chief's
hand; "zero eighty-six, zero sixty-four and a half. , . ."
Dr. Millikan, tired from watching the droplet so steadily
and keeping it in its place, leaned back in his chair.
"That was a nice run," he remarked, inspecting the
record of the experiment; "just one electron at a time.
I think we now have enough material to calculate the
exact value of the elementary charge."
What was it all about and why was it so necessary to
keep the droplet motionless under the microscope? The
point is that the droplet, which had made so many at-
tempts to run away, was simply a very small charged
material body, so small that it could be influenced by
electric forces acting on one elementary charge. And the
adjustment of the voltage to keep it at rest: was merely a
method of measuring its electric charge (Figure 8).
The little cloud under Millikan's micrOsScope was, inci-
dentally, not the same kind of fog that was hanging that
morning over the streets of Chicago. It was an "oil fog,"
consisting of tiny droplets of pure mineral oil, and was
used instead of ordinary water fog because water droplets
would gradually have evaporated and thus changed their
mass during the experiment. Dr. Millikan's first problem.

